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Nuclear Disarmament More Urgent Than Ever
By Mikhail Gorbachev *
MOSCOW, June - One of the most urgent problems of today's world is the danger of nuclear weapons. The unexpected
nuclear test by North Korea on May 25 and the test-firing of a series of short-range missiles is the latest, frightening
reminder. Nothing fundamentally new has been achieved in the area of nuclear disarmament in the past decade and a
half. Twenty years after the end of the Cold War, the arsenals of the nuclear powers still contain thousands of weapons,
and the world is facing the very real possibility of a new arms race. In effect, all that has been achieved in nuclear
disarmament until now is the implementation of the agreements that were signed in the late 1980s and early 1990s: the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty of 1987 (INF), which eliminated two classes of nuclear missiles, and the 1991
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), which launched the biggest cutbacks of nuclear weapons ever. Thousands of
tactical nuclear weapons were destroyed in accordance with this U.S.-Soviet agreement. MORE >>

FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament
By Alecia D. McKenzie
PARIS - As the international war of words over nuclear programmes heats up, with North Korea threatening to strengthen
its "nuclear deterrence" against the United States, countries such as France are taking a position that some analysts
describe as ambiguous and hypocritical. MORE >>

GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them
By Wolfgang Kerler
BERLIN - Most Germans support nuclear abolition, but the country may still not give up its policy of nuclear sharing. "The
government is divided on the question of nuclear sharing," Otfried Nassauer, director of the Berlin Information Centre for
Transatlantic Security (BITS) said. The centre researches foreign and security policy issues. MORE >>

INDIA: Opposition to ‘Nuclearism’ Builds Up
By Ranjit Devraj
NEW DELHI - As India follows up on the historic civilian nuclear agreement it signed last year with the United States by
drawing up hard commercial deals, opposition to ‘nuclearism’ is building up among activist groups. MORE >>
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Nuclear Disarmament More Urgent Than Ever
By Mikhail Gorbachev *
One of the most urgent problems of today's
world is the danger of nuclear weapons. The
unexpected nuclear test by North Korea on May
25 and the test-firing of a series of short-range
missiles is the latest, frightening reminder.
One of the most urgent problems of today's
world is the danger of nuclear weapons. The
unexpected nuclear test by North Korea on May
25 and the test-firing of a series of short-range
missiles is the latest, frightening reminder.
Nothing fundamentally new has been achieved
in the area of nuclear disarmament in the past
decade and a half. Twenty years after the end of
the Cold War, the arsenals of the nuclear
powers still contain thousands of weapons, and
the world is facing the very real possibility of a
new arms race.

Credit: The World Political Forum

In effect, all that has been achieved in nuclear disarmament until now is the implementation of the agreements that were
signed in the late 1980s and early 1990s: the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty of 1987 (INF), which eliminated
two classes of nuclear missiles, and the 1991 Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), which launched the biggest
cutbacks of nuclear weapons ever. Thousands of tactical nuclear weapons were destroyed in accordance with this U.S.Soviet agreement.
Subsequently, the pace of nuclear arms reduction has slowed and the mechanisms of control and verifications have
weakened. The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) has not entered into force. The quantities of nuclear weapons
held by Russia and the United States still far exceed the arsenals of all other nuclear powers combined, thus making it
more difficult to bring them into the process of nuclear disarmament.
The nuclear non-proliferation regime is in jeopardy. While the two major nuclear powers bear the greatest responsibility
for this state of affairs, it was the U.S. that abrogated the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM Treaty), has failed to ratify the
CTBT, and refused to conclude with Russia a legally binding, verifiable treaty on strategic offensive arms.
Only recently have we seen indications that the major nuclear powers understand the current state of affairs is untenable.
The presidents of the U.S. and Russia have agreed to conclude before the end of this year a verifiable treaty reducing
strategic offensive arms and have reaffirmed their countries' commitment to fulfill their obligations under the nonproliferation treaty. Their joint statement calls for a number of other steps to reduce nuclear dangers, including ratification
by the U.S. of the CTBT.
Those are positive steps. But the problems and dangers far outnumber the achievements. The root cause of this is the
erroneous evaluation of the events that lead to the end of the Cold War. The U.S. and some other countries saw these as
a victory of the West and a green light for unilateralist policies. Accordingly, instead of creating a new architecture of
international security based on real cooperation, an attempt was made to impose on the world a "monopoly leadership" by
the sole remaining superpower and the institutions and organizations, like NATO, that were inherited from the Cold War
and not reformed after it ended. ¾¾¾
Picture above: Nobel Laureate M. Gorbachev at a conference - of the World Political Forum on 'Overcoming Nuclear Dangers' - in April
2009 in Rome, with Italian Foreign Minister Franco Frattini and former U.S. Secretary of State George P. Schultz.
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The use and the threat of force, which, of course, are illegal under the UN Charter, were reasserted as a "normal" mode
of solving problems. Official documents rationalized doctrines of pre-emptive strike and the need for U.S. military
superiority.
Humanity must be wary of a new arms race. Priority is still being given to
financing of military programmes, and "defense" budgets far exceeding
reasonable security requirements keep growing, as does the weapons trade. U.S.
military expenditures are almost as high as those of the rest of the world
combined. Disregard for international law and for peaceful ways of settling
disputes, for the United Nations and its Security Council, is being proclaimed as a
kind of policy.
As a result, we have witnessed a war in Europe -in Yugoslavia- something that
Credit: Wikimedia Commons
had previously seemed inconceivable; a long-term deterioration in the Middle East; the war in Iraq; an extremely severe
situation in Afghanistan and the increasingly alarming nuclear non-proliferation crisis.
Its main cause is the failure of the members of the nuclear club to fulfill their obligations under the Non-Proliferation
Treaty to move towards the elimination of nuclear weapons. As long as this is the case, there will be a continued danger
that other countries may acquire nuclear weapons. Today, dozens of states have the technical ability to do so.
In the final analysis, the nuclear danger can only be removed by abolishing nuclear weapons. But unless we address the
need to demilitarize international relations, reduce military budgets, put an end to the creation of new kinds of weapons,
and prevent the weaponisation of outer space, all talk about a nuclear-weapon-free world will be just empty rhetoric.
I think that after President Obama's speech on April 5, there is a real prospect that the U.S. will ratify the CTBT. This
would be an important step forward, particularly in combination with a new strategic arms reduction treaty between the
U.S. and Russia.
Following this, I believe that other nuclear powers, both the "official members" of the club and others, will have to, at the
very least, declare a freeze on their nuclear arsenals and state their readiness to engage in negotiations on their limitation
and reduction. If the holders of the largest stocks of nuclear weapons embark upon real reductions, others will no longer
be able to sit it out and conceal their arsenals from international control.
This is an issue that we must raise now if we are to have the kind of trust without which common security cannot be
achieved. (COPYRIGHT IPS)
----* Mikhail Gorbachev was leader of the Soviet Union from 1985-1991. He is currently the President of the World Political
Forum.
Picture above: President Barack Obama and Vice-President Joe Biden with Mikhail Gorbachev on March20, 2009 in Washington.
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FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament
By Alecia D. McKenzie
PARIS, Jun 30 (IPS) - As the international war of words over nuclear programmes heats up, with North Korea threatening
to strengthen its "nuclear deterrence" against the United States, countries such as France are taking a position that some
analysts describe as ambiguous and hypocritical.
France and Britain are the two countries in Western Europe that are nuclear weapon states. While French official policy is
that stockpiles should be reduced and testing stopped, the government of President Nicolas Sarkozy has not indicated a
commitment to total nuclear disarmament.
Sarkozy does not, however, want to see certain other countries developing nuclear weapons. At a joint press conference
in June, he and U.S. President Barack Obama warned both North Korea and Iran against developing such arms.
"Iran has the right to civilian nuclear power but not a military nuclear capability," Sarkozy said, after condemning North
Korea's nuclear test in May.
But some analysts say the French position is two-faced.
"All this talk is hypocritical," says Pierre-Emmanuel Veck, spokesman for the Sortir du Nucleaire Network (Phasing out the
Nuclear Age), the main French anti-nuclear coalition, which groups 841 organisations.
"You cannot separate a civilian nuclear programme from nuclear weapons," he told IPS. "So when France sells nuclear
centrals to countries such as Libya for electricity, for instance, one knows that the bomb isn't far behind."
France has an "ambiguous" position, Veck adds. Sarkozy would like to reduce the country's nuclear warheads, but the
government is reluctant to do so while other countries such as the United States and Russia keep their own stockpiles
high, and while there is threat from "unstable" countries such as Iran and North Korea.
France says it has reduced its number of air-launched weapons by a third, cutting its nuclear arsenal to around 300
nuclear warheads by last September.
Sarkozy has said that global disarmament must be based on "reciprocity" - a kind of 'we'll get rid of ours if you get rid of
yours' approach that some critics find unacceptable.
France also says it is the only one of the five original nuclear weapon states to have dismantled its testing site and fissile
material production installations. Other countries have not been clear about their own measures, and the situation is set
to become even murkier in the months before next May's Review Conference of the 1970 Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT). Like the previous conference five years ago, the 2010 event could end in disappointment for those seeking
disarmament.
"Disarmament is not going to happen any time soon as long as the discourse remains at this level," Veck says. "Having
nuclear capability is a sign of power, and countries are using nuclear arms as a bargaining tool for many things, including
aid."
Analysts say the "new nuclear states" North Korea, Iran, Israel, India and Pakistan will continue to assert their right to
develop nuclear programmes, while the stance of the original five nuclear weapon states - France, the United Kingdom,
China, the United States, and Russia - leaves much to be desired.
"Most people in NATO countries don't realise that their governments continue to sanction the use of nuclear weapons,"
says Uta Zapf, co- president of Parliamentarians for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament (PNND), an international
network that provides parliamentarians with up-to- date information on nuclear weapons policies.
"Nor do they realise that some NATO countries - Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Turkey - still host U.S.
nuclear weapons on their soil for use if conflict breaks out," she said in a statement. (France rejoined the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation earlier this year after a 43-year absence.) ¾¾¾
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"Nuclear weapons, like landmines and cluster munitions, are indiscriminate, inhumane, immoral and illegal. They must all
be prohibited and eliminated," added Zapf.
Some groups in France would also like to see civilian nuclear programmes scaled back, and more money spent on
renewable energy, according to the Sortir du Nucleaire Network. France currently gets about 80 percent of its energy
from 59 nuclear power plants located across the country.
The government plans to build solar plants in each French region by 2011, says ecology minister Jean-Louis Borloo, but it
is not clear how that will affect the country's nuclear programme.
In the run-up to the Review Conference of the 189 'states parties', or signatories, to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, France
has been making moves to delineate its own principles as well as those of its European partners.
When France held the six-month rotating presidency of the European Union last year, Sarkozy sent a letter to United
Nations Secretary-General Bank Ki- moon outlining the EU's proposals for furthering nuclear disarmament.
"Europe wishes to act for peace," Sarkozy wrote last December. "This is true whether the question is the struggle against
terrorism, the struggle against the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their vectors, or the management of
crises.
"It is true also when the issue is disarmament, notably nuclear disarmament. Europe is particularly concerned, since two
member states have nuclear weapons," he added.
The EU proposals include "the universal ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the completion of its
verification regime, as well as the dismantling as soon as possible of all nuclear testing facilities in a way that is
transparent and open to the international community," Sarkozy wrote.
He said the EU was also calling for the beginning of "negotiations for banning production of fissile materials for nuclear
weapons, as well as implementation of an immediate moratorium on production of such material."
In June, in reference to Iran, Sarkozy declared, "We want peace, we want dialogue, and we want to help them develop.
But we do not want military nuclear weapons to spread." (END/2009)

GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them
By Wolfgang Kerler
BERLIN, Jun 27 (IPS) - Most Germans support nuclear abolition, but the country may still not give up its policy of nuclear
sharing.
"The government is divided on the question of nuclear sharing," Otfried Nassauer, director of the Berlin Information
Centre for Transatlantic Security (BITS) told IPS. The centre researches foreign and security policy issues.
Based on the limited information that is publicly available, Nassauer estimates there are 10 to 20 U.S. nuclear bombs still
located in Germany, out of thousands deployed during the Cold War.
Germany does not have its own nuclear weapons under the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) that it signed in 1975, but it is
sharing U.S. bombs located in Germany. This dates back to the late 1950s when the first U.S. nukes were positioned in
former West Germany - and is part of the policy of deterrence of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO).
The Social Democratic Party (SPD), junior partner in the ruling 'grand coalition' headed by Chancellor Angela Merkel, is
calling for withdrawal of the remaining bombs after U.S. President Barack Obama presented his vision of nuclear abolition
in a speech in Prague Apr. 5. ¾¾¾
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Obama called the thousands of atomic weapons spread across the world "the most dangerous legacy of the Cold War."
He said: "To achieve a global ban on nuclear testing, my administration will immediately and aggressively pursue U.S.
ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. So after more than five decades of talks, it is time for the testing of
nuclear weapons to finally be banned."
"The new era we are fighting for is an era during which nuclear weapons have to vanish from the arsenals," Foreign
Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier, who is also deputy chancellor in the coalition government and SPD's candidate for
chancellor in the federal elections due September, said in a speech Jun. 14.
All opposition parties represented in the federal parliament, the liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP), the Greens, and the
socialist Left Party are also pushing for withdrawal of the atomic bombs. On May 15, Guido Westerwelle, leader of the
largest opposition party FDP, stressed that "the time has come for a renaissance of disarmament.
"The withdrawal of the remaining strategic nuclear weapons from Germany would be an adequate reaction to this new
dynamic," Westerwelle added.
Germany's largest political party, the conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) headed by Merkel, and its sister
party the Christian Social Union (CSU), which together are the larger partner in the coalition government with the SPD,
have welcomed Obama's new efforts for nuclear abolition - but they are not willing to give up the policy of nuclear sharing
in a unilateral move.
"We should exercise care in not mixing up the goals with the ways leading to them," Merkel had said earlier Mar. 26. "I
stick to the complete abolition of all weapons of mass destruction. But the federal government has fixed the nuclear
sharing policy in its White Paper to secure our influence within NATO in this highly sensitive area."
When the government adopted its White Paper on German Security Policy and the Future of the Bundeswehr (the federal
armed forces) back in 2006, Steinmeier's SPD agreed to hanging on to the policy of nuclear sharing.
Nassauer of BITS says the CDU and CSU policies are contradictory. "On the one hand, the federal government is
banning its soldiers from using nuclear weapons because it would violate international law, and on the other, it is still
training soldiers how to use U.S. atomic bombs with German fighter jets.
"And unless there is a secret agreement between the U.S. President and the German Chancellor on Germany's
participation that we don't know of, I cannot see how the end of nuclear sharing would downsize Germany's position
within NATO," Nassauer told IPS. Other countries like Canada and Greece gave up their nuclear sharing years ago, "and
they did not lose their influence within the alliance."
Henning Riecke, an expert on transatlantic security relations at the German Council on Foreign Relations (DGAP), a
Berlin-based think tank, defends the Chancellor's position.
"Like Obama, the federal government wants to see stepwise disarmament," Riecke told IPS. "Therefore, the nuclear side
of NATO's strategy does not have to be put up for negotiation first. There have to be coordinated steps that do not
disadvantage one side."
Nassauer argues that nuclear sharing is not necessary to keep up NATO's potential of deterrence. "There are enough
submarines charged with atomic bombs that could keep the potential up."
However divided Germany's position on nuclear sharing might be, Nassauer and Riecke agree that the country has
continuously proven its commitment to fighting nuclear proliferation.
In 2007, Germany and Norway began an initiative to strengthen NATO's measures to stop the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. The German foreign ministry has presented several proposals to that end. Besides, "Germany has been
pushing the United States to put disarmament back on the agenda," Riecke said.
Steinmeier has urged nuclear powers to accelerate the process of nuclear demobilisation on many occasions this year for instance at the Munich security conference in February, attended by high-ranking security experts, senior officials and
government ministers. ¾¾¾
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In his speech Jun. 14 at a special convention of the SPD, Steinmeier announced that Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev and Prime Minister Vladimir Putin had confirmed to him that Russia is willing to join an international effort for
nuclear demobilisation.
Meanwhile, a change in Germany's official position on nuclear sharing seems unlikely - even after the upcoming federal
elections in September. All polls show Angela Merkel's conservatives outperforming the social democrats by far.
Nevertheless, for technical reasons, Germany's army will probably lose its ability to use U.S. atomic bombs: by 2020, all
Tornado jet fighters that are equipped to carry such weapons will be scrapped. Their successor, the Eurofighter, is not
capable of carrying nuclear bombs. (END/2009)

INDIA: Opposition to ‘Nuclearism’ Builds Up
By Ranjit Devraj
NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India follows up on the historic civilian nuclear agreement it signed last year with the
United States by drawing up hard commercial deals, opposition to ‘nuclearism’ is building up among activist groups.
The ‘India-U.S. Economic Relations: The Next Decade’ report released this week by the Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) says that the nuclear deal marks the beginning of a new era that will see bilateral trade jump from the present 42
billion dollars annually to 320 billion dollars by 2018.
"India intends to import 24 reactors in the next 11-15 years, and could create as many as 20,000 new jobs directly and
indirectly in the U.S. from nuclear trade," the CII report says.
But although it was the U.S. that pushed India’s case past the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and the International
Atomic Energy Commission (IAEC), other countries - notably France and Russia - are eager players in India’s expanding
nuclear commerce.
Particularly valuable for India was a special waiver, allowing India to resume nuclear commerce with the rest of the world,
by the NSG - which was which was set up after India’s first nuclear weapons test in 1974 "to ensure that nuclear trade for
peaceful purposes does not contribute to the proliferation of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices."
Anti-nuclear activists believe that India - following the completion of the Indo-US deal - is on the threshold of a new era of
‘nuclearisation’ which will have far-reaching effects on the way the country is run.
"With the India-U.S. nuclear deal, and the deals with Russia and France and likely private participation in nuclear energy
generation, the situation is going to get out of hand in our country," says S.P. Udayakumar, convenor of the newly
launched National Alliance of Anti-nuclear Movements (NAAM).
NAAM, launched at a three-day convention held in Kanyakumari in southern Tamil Nadu, during the first week of June,
plans to mobilise ordinary Indians against the ‘nuclearisation’ of the country and protect people against nuclear threats
and destruction of the environment from nuclear waste and radiation.
NAAM warns Indian citizens that they are up against a "combination of profiteering companies, secretive state
apparatuses and a repressive nuclear department which will be ruthless."
"This nexus of capitalism, statism and nuclearism does not augur well for the country. These forces are gaining an upper
hand in our national polity which will sound the death knell for the country’s democracy, openness, and prospects for
sustainable development," Udayakumar told IPS.
The three-day convention dealt with nuclear industries and related activities such as sea sand mining and the politics of
rewriting the Indian Atomic Energy Act 1962. ¾¾¾
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There was also considerable focus on liability issues in the nuclear industry, existing radiation illnesses around existing
Indian nuclear power plants, and people’s struggles against nuclear installations and mining activities.
India’s nuclear programme has been resisted by local people who have stopped two nuclear power stations - Peringome
and Kothamangalam in southern India - from coming up while there is continued resistance to the Koodankulam Nuclear
Power Plant in Tirunelveli district, Tamil Nadu. Popular protest movements have also come from places like Jadugoda,
Meghalaya, Haripur and Jaitapur who are struggling against uranium mining in their homelands.
While this is the first time civil society is overtly opposing India’s ambitious nuclear power programme, there has been
fierce political opposition to it ever since it was first proposed more than three years ago and it became a major issue over
which the April/May general elections were fought.
Achin Vanaik, a prominent participant at the convention, notes that the background to the Indo-U.S. nuclear cooperation
deal lies in India endorsing though not joining the US-led Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI).
Vanaik who teaches international politics at the Delhi University says the U.S. sees India, Japan and Australia as the key
nodes in the construction of an ‘Asian NATO’.
To amplify the point he indicates the Oct. 23, 2008 ‘Strategic and Global Partnership’ signed between India and Japan.
India is only the third country, after the U.S. and Australia, with which Japan has signed such a document.
The NAAM convention concluded with the passing of a resolution which noted that every opportunity was being made to
push nuclear energy as a "climate- friendly energy source" although the mining and processing of uranium, the building of
nuclear power stations and the handling of radioactive waste are "highly unsafe and expensive, and cause enormous
climate-changing pollution."
On the plan to amend the Indian Atomic Energy Act, to facilitate privatisation, the resolution said: "While private
companies will make money, Indian taxpayers and ordinary citizens will bear the cost of dealing with all the liabilities,
such as nuclear waste, decommissioning, possible accidents, public health issues and other dangerous consequences."
(END/2009)
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OTHER LANGUAGES [Translations | Adaptations | Related Articles]
English-Spanish

DESARME-FRANCIA: Ambigüedades nucleares
Por Alecia D. McKenzie
PARÍS - En medio de las amenazas nucleares de Corea del Norte, Francia adopta una posición que analistas describen
como ambigua e hipócrita en materia atómica. Francia y Gran Bretaña son los únicos dos estados de Europa occidental
con capacidad nuclear. Aunque la política oficial francesa es reducir esos arsenales y frenar las pruebas, el gobierno del
presidente Nicolas Sarkozy no ha hecho ningún un compromiso específico para el desarme.
http://www.ipsenespanol.net/nota.asp?idnews=92602

Adaptation into Arabic on next page

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MORE URGENT THAN EVER - Column by Mikhail Gorbachev
Original:http://www.nuclearabolition.net/nuclear_disarmament_more_urgent_than_ever.html?key1=2009-0628%2012:00:45&key2=2

Arabic: http://ipsinternational.org/arabic/nota.asp?idnews=1562
DISARMAMENT: Germany Has No Nuclear Weapons, Just Shares Them
Original: http://www.indepthnews.net/news/news.php?key1=2009-06-28%2012:00:45&key2=2

Arabic: http://ipsinternational.org/arabic/nota.asp?idnews=1584

See next page for adaptations into Arabic
[Related Articles]
NORTH KOREA: Nuclear Weapons on an Empty Stomach?
BY THALIF DEEN
SEOUL | NEW YORK (IDN) - The stories emanating from the hermetically-sealed North Korea are the stuff of diplomatic
legends. Described as one of the world's most closed societies, North Korea has always remained a political enigma.
Is Kim Jong-il, North Korea's "dear leader", incapacitated with a stroke? If so, are the military generals really running the
country?
How credible are rumours that his third and youngest son, Kim Jong-un, has been designated the current ruler's anointed
successor? And did the son graduate from an international school in Switzerland, under the assumed name of Park Choi?
The newspapers here in Seoul, the vibrant capital of South Korea, the northern neighbour, are full of speculative stories
about the hermit kingdom.
Is the son the chip of the old blockhead? Or unlike his father, is he more outgoing and also fluent in English, German and
French?
The answers are hard to come by in the continuing guessing game.
http://www.indepthnews.net/news/news.php?key1=2009-06-15%2015:13:20&key2=1
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NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MORE URGENT THAN EVER - Column by Mikhail Gorbachev
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DISARMAMENT: Germany Has No Nuclear Weapons, Just Shares Them
See next page
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NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MORE URGENT THAN EVER Mikhail Gorbachev
Nuclear disarmament more urgent than ever
14 Jun 2009 ... The online version of the Philippines' leading business newspaper features virtually all the stories and
statistical data available in the ...
www.businessmirror.com.ph/.../11704-nuclear-disarmament-more-urgent-than-ever.html
Nuclear disarmament more urgent than ever - Gorbachev ...
Nuclear disarmament more urgent than ever - Gorbachev. 14 June 2009. by Inter Press Service / Mikhail Gorbachev.
MOSCOW - One of the most urgent problems of
www.icanw.org/.../Gorbachev-Nuclear-disarmament-more-urgent-than-ever Other News » NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MORE URGENT THAN EVER
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT MORE URGENT THAN EVER. 06/11/09. By Mikhail Gorbachev (*). MOSCOW, Jun (IPS)
One of the most urgent problems of today's world is the ...
other-news.info/index.php?p=2972

FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament
IPS-English FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament
IPS-English FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament. ... has not indicated a commitment to total nuclear
disarmament. Sarkozy does not, however, ...
www.australia.to/index.php?...france-ambiguous-on-nuclear-disarmament... - Snuffysmith's Blog: FRANCE: Ambiguous
on Nuclear Disarmament By ...
2 Jul 2009 ... FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament By Alecia D. McKenzie. FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear
Disarmament By Alecia D. McKenzie snuffysmithsblog.blogspot.com/.../france-ambiguous-on-nuclear-disarmament.html
Terraviva EUROPE
30 Jun 2009 ... FRANCE: AMBIGUOUS ON NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT Alecia D. McKenzie. PARIS (IPS) - As the
international war of words over nuclear programmes heats ...
www.ipsterraviva.net/Europe/article.aspx?id=7528 - Cached - Similar FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear Disarmament
Analysis/Comments PARIS, Jun 30 (IPS) - As the international war of ...
www.newstin.com/tag/us/130333293 - Cached - Similar globalinfo.org - Jun 30, FRANCE (#65795)
FRANCE: FRENCH STAND AMBIGUOUS ON NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT. By Alecia D. McKenzie MORE BY THIS
AUTHOR. PARIS, Jun. 30, 2009 (IPS/GIN) - As the international war ...
www.globalinfo.org/eng/reader.asp?ArticleId=65795 - Cached - Similar Lucky 21: The Global ZAP - PONI Debates the Issues
Achieving a world without nuclear weapons is no easy task and discussing why is important ... FRANCE: Ambiguous on
Nuclear Disarmament - Inter Press Service .
forums.csis.org/poni/?p=181 - Cached - Similar Chirac shifts French doctrine for use of nuclear weapons
France's nuclear forces have been reconfigured to allow such targeted attacks, ... called Chirac's speech "dangerously
ambiguous" because it suggested France's ... to reach a consensus on nuclear disarmament issues (NF, 6 June '05, 1).
www.globalresearch.ca/PrintArticle.php?articleId=1956 - Cached - Similar Reports, analyses and statements about the CTBT from external ...
It's in US interest to sign nuclear test ban treaty (Opinion, Arizona Daily Star). FRANCE: Ambiguous on Nuclear
Disarmament (IPS) ...
www.ctbto.org/.../reports-analyses-and-statements-about-the-ctbt-from-external-actors/ -

GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them.
www.australia.to/index.php?...germany-have-no-nuclear-weapons-just-share-them..
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them - Topix
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GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them. Most Germans support nuclear abolition, but the country may
still not give up its policy of nuclear ...
www.topix.com/...germany/.../germany-have-no-nuclear-weapons-just-share-them
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them
Al-Qa'ida threatens to use Pakistani nuclear weapons (Independent) 22/06/2009 13:13:20: If it were in a position to do so,
al-Qa'ida would use Pakistan's ...
www.anhourago.co.uk/show.aspx?l=509074
GERMANY: Have No Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them - Congoo
By Wolfgang Kerler BERLIN, Jun 27 (IPS) - Most Germans Support Nuclear Abolition, But The Country May Still Not Give
Up Its Policy Of Nuclear Sharing.
www.congoo.com/news/.../GERMANY-Nuclear-Weapons
Canada Article Page - USATODAY.com
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them. GERMANY: BERLIN, Jun 27 (IPS) - Most Germans support
nuclear abolition, but the country may still not
content.usatoday.com/topics/article/Places,+Geography/.../1 - Cached - Similar Secretive uranium enrichment program gives NKorea second way to ...
Ronald Reagan. flashbreakingnews GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them; petrbuben IPS:
GERMANY: Have no Nuclear Weapons, Just Share Them: BERLIN ...
blog.taragana.com/.../secretive-uranium-enrichment-program-gives-nkorea-second-way-to-make-nuclear-bombs-94139/

INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. ... ”This nexus of capitalism, statism and nuclearism does not augur well for
the country. ...
www.australia.to/index.php?...india-opposition-to-nuclearism-builds-up... TERRAVIVA United Nations - : OPPOSITION TO INDIA'S 'NUCLEARISM ...
Opposition to India's 'Nuclearism' Builds Up Ranjit Devraj. NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India follows up on the historic
civilian nuclear agreement it ...
ipsterraviva.net/UN/currentNew.aspx?new=6173 - Cached - Similar INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up « nuclear-news
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. 24 06 2009. By Ranjit Devraj. NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) – As India follows
up on the historic civilian nuclear ...
nuclear-news.net/.../india-opposition-to-‘nuclearism’-builds-up Opposition to nuclear energy builds up in India | International ...
24 Jun 2009 ... Opposition to nuclear energy builds up in India ... States by drawing up hard commercial deals, opposition
to 'nuclearism' is building up ...
www.newjerseynewsroom.com/.../opposition-to-nuclear-energy-builds-up-in-india - Transnational Institute
Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. Ranjit Devraj. Inter Press Service, 24 June 2009. Quotes Achin Vanaik. NEW
DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India follows up ...
www.tni.org/detail_page.phtml?act_id...org...
globalinfo.org - Native Peoples
INDIA: CITIZEN OPPOSITION TO 'NUCLEARISM' BUILDS NEW DELHI, Jun. 24, 2009 (IPS/GIN) - As India follows up
on the historic civilian nuclear agreement it ...
www.globalinfo.org/eng/topictoday.asp?TopicId=19 INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up - World News 24/365
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. Posted by admin in Politics on 06 24th, 2009 | no responses. NEW DELHI,
Jun 24 (IPS) – As India follows up on ...
www.worldnews24365.com/?p=77
Headlines in Review
India: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. New Delhi, June 24, 2009 ¡V As India follows up on the historic civilian
nuclear agreement it signed last year ...
www.worldandischool.com/headlines/
Earth Knowledge
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up. Source: Inter Press Service Environment - Posted: July 2, 2009 12:11:03
AM. NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India ...
www.earthknowledge.net/knowledge-portal/ - Cached - Similar -
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Weekly Archives
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - View
INDIA: OPPOSITION TO 'NUCLEARISM' BUILDS UP. Ranjit Devraj. NEW DELHI (IPS)-As India follows up on the
historic civilian nuclear agreement it signed last ...
www.ipsterraviva.net/Europe/pdf/archives.aspx?d=4 - Similar Silobreaker: Anti-Nuclear
India: Citizen Opposition To 'Nuclearism' Builds. As India follows up on the historic civilian nuclear agreement it signed
last year with the United States ...
www.silobreaker.com/antinuclear-11_30416015 - Cached - Similar From the Frontline of Environment
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up 24 Jun 2009, 10:41 am. NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India follows up on
the historic civilian nuclear agreement ...
www.facebook.com/pages/From-the.../96341161531?...
IPS Inter Press Service - Global Affairs 26344 Feedage.com
- 11:45pm
INDIA: Opposition to 'Nuclearism' Builds Up NEW DELHI, Jun 24 (IPS) - As India follows up on the historic civilian nuclear
agreement it signed last year ...
www.feedage.com/.../-ips-inter-press-service--global-affairs

WHAT OTHERS SAY
India, Kazakhstan working on inter-governmental nuke energy ...
Thaindian.com - Ashok Dixit - Jun 30, 2009
... Kazakhstan putting a complete stop to nuclear tests, and added that Kazakhstan has an impressive record in nonproliferation and disarmament efforts. ...
Grim Chinese views of N. Korea suggest rethink
China Post - Jun 30, 2009
Other recent assessments in China's press have branded the six-country nuclear disarmament talks with North Korea —
hosted by Beijing but now in the deep ...
US targets firms linked to North Korea's nuclear dealings
Christian Science Monitor - Peter Grier - Jun 30, 2009
The Bush administration later relaxed those sanctions as it pursued disarmament talks with Pyongyang. That was a
mistake, said Mr. Royce at the hearing. ...
From the International Herald Tribune
New York Times - Jun 30, 2009
Although both de Gaulle and the Laborites look to the eventual nuclear disarmament of the world, de Gaulle would have
France join the “nuclear club” until ...
UNOG: Conference on Disarmament Heats Address by Co-Chair of ...
ISRIA - Jun 30, 2009
Mr. Suda said that Japan was certain that the Commission would strengthen the recent positive movement in nuclear
disarmament and that the outcome of its ...
Global Security Newswire
"Global Zero" Backers Propose US-Russian Nuclear Cuts to 1000 by 2018
Global Security Newswire - Elaine M. Grossman - Jun 30, 2009
... obstacles along the path to global disarmament. Such a pact must include Israel, which has never publicly
acknowledged its nuclear arsenal, Burt noted. ...
'We won't give Iran any nuke material'
Jerusalem Post - Haviv Rettig Gur - Jun 30, 2009 In response to a Kazakh journalist's question about nuclear
disarmament fostering a safer world, President Shimon Peres, who is visiting the country, ...
Report Suggests Reconsidering Replacement of British Nuclear-Armed ...
Global Security Newswire - Jun 30, 2009
We are the most forward-leaning nuclear state in terms of disarmament -- we have reduced the explosive capability of our
nuclear arsenal by 75 percent over ...
Group offers plan to eliminate nukes by 2030
eTaiwan News - Robert Burns - Jun 29, 2009
If North Korea is still developing its nuclear weapons arsenal, despite current UN sanctions aimed at forcing it into nuclear
disarmament, ...
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S. Korean bank says N. Korean economy grew in 2008
The Associated Press - Jun 29, 2009
... resulted in an increase in agricultural production, and the arrival of oil shipments under an international disarmament
deal on its nuclear program. ...
Iran: Nuclear ambitions and options
Thought Leader - Israel Rafalovich - Jun 29, 2009
The objective of a total nuclear disarmament in the Middle East will not be achieved as long as it excludes Israel. As long
as one other country has the ...
The elephant in the room: Israel's nuclear weapons
Electronic Intifada - Nidal El Khairy - Jun 29, 2009
Iran, by contrast, has no nuclear weapons. The US President said so himself in Prague on 5 April 2009 in his major
speech on nuclear disarmament. ...
“Being able to make nuclear arms doesn't mean having them” – expert
RT - Jun 29, 2009
Russia and the US have about 27000 nuclear warheads – enough to destroy the planet several times over. Nuclear
disarmament specialist Gareth Evans says ...
US-Russia Report on Scrapping Nuclear Weapons to Be Unveiled
Buzzle - Jun 28, 2009
A new nuclear disarmament treaty will be among five urgent issues discussed by Obama and Medvedev next weekend.
Two of the others – Iran and the deployment ...
Government urged to embrace conflict resolution not aggression
Ekklesia - Jun 27, 2009
The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) and other civic groups have pointed out that the scrapping of the Trident
nuclear weapons programme, ...
COMMENTARY: Kicking the Nuclear Habit: Why We Need a World Free of ...
HNN Huntingtonnews.net - Lawrence S. Wittner - Jun 27, 2009
His latest book is "Confronting the Bomb: A Short History of the World Nuclear Disarmament Movement" (Stanford
University Press). ...
Canada Announces Contribution to Reduce Threat of Weapons of Mass ...
Webnewswire.com - Jun 26, 2009
That meeting provided an opportunity for Canada to discuss with its G8 partners international security concerns such as
non-proliferation and disarmament, ...
China Unwilling to Impose Sanctions on N.Korea
조선일보(영문판) - Jun 25, 2009
He was answering views that the North would return to nuclear disarmament talks only if China suspends aid to the
Stalinist country. ...
Progressive Party candidate Midge Potts to announce run for Senate ...
News-Leader.com - Jun 25, 2009
Potts will make her announcement after the presentation, approximately 9 pm "I fully support the Nuclear Disarmament
and Economic Conversion Act that was ...
G8, NATO-Russia council and OSCE foreign ministerial meetings
ISRIA - Jun 25, 2009
At Germany's initiative the G8 foreign ministers will discuss the issue of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation in
detail. Germany wants the G8 to send ...
G8, NATO-Russia council and OSCE foreign ministerial meetings
ISRIA - Jun 25, 2009
At Germany's initiative the G8 foreign ministers will discuss the issue of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation in
detail. Germany wants the G8 to send ...
Russia: Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergey Lavrov's Working Visit ...
ISRIA - Jun 25, 2009
The interlocutors exchanged views on themes relating to multilateral disarmament, Middle East settlement, and the
situation surrounding the Iranian nuclear ...
New Zealand Herald
Nobel laureates to join peace march
New Zealand Herald - Simon Collins - Jun 25, 2009
... is the Wellington-based global co-ordinator of Parliamentarians for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament, a
group of 700 MPs from more than 70 ...
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CIVIL SOCIETY'S PERSPECTIVE
Group Offers Plan to Eliminate Nukes by 2030
A group committed to eliminating nuclear weapons presented on June 29 a four-step plan to achieve that goal by 2030,
while acknowledging that Iran could be a ''show stopper'', according to AP.
The plan by the nonpartisan Global Zero Commission calls for the United States and Russia -- the world's largest nuclear
powers -- to agree to reduce first to 1,000 warheads each, then to 500 each by 2021.
The U.S. is believed to have about 2,200 active strategic nuclear warheads and Russia about 2,800. Each has thousands
more in reserve as well as large numbers of non-strategic, or tactical, nuclear arms.
During the second phase of cuts to 500, all other nuclear weapons countries would have to agree to freeze and then
reduce their warhead totals. Those other countries are China, Britain, France, India, Pakistan and Israel but not North
Korea, which has conducted nuclear tests but may not have a useable weapon.
In a third phase, from 2019 to 2023, a ''global zero accord'' would be negotiated to include a schedule for the phased,
verified reduction of all nuclear arsenals to zero total warheads. In the last period, from 2024 to 2030, the reductions
would be completed and a verification system would remain in place.
The Global Zero Commission includes former and current senior officials from all existing nuclear powers.
The plan's public unveiling was timed for the July 6-8 summit meeting between President Barack Obama and Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev. In April the two leaders endorsed the idea of a nuclear free world, but neither country has
proposed a way of achieving that goal, which many consider to be unrealistic.
The U.S. and Russia possess at least 90 percent of the world's nuclear weapons.
Global Zero Commission member Richard Burt, a former chief U.S. negotiator for strategic nuclear arms reduction talks
with the former Soviet Union, said the key to getting Washington and Moscow to reduce their warhead totals to 500 as an
intermediate step is having other nuclear powers agree to freeze their arsenals and then join the United States and
Russia in going the final step to zero by 2030.
He said the commission also sees North Korea as a problem, but not necessarily an obstacle, to getting a global zero
agreement. By the second phase of the Global Zero Commission's plan, at the midpoint of the next decade, North Korea's
nuclear status is likely to be clarified, the former diplomat said.
An even stickier problem is Iran. Under the Global Zero Commission's plan, the Iranians would become an issue in the
third phase, in the 2019 to 2023 period, when a global zero accord would be negotiated. That is because the plan
requires that all ''nuclear capable'' countries -- defined as those with any nuclear power program, civilian or otherwise -sign and ratify the accord in order for it to take effect.
The U.S. and other countries assert that Iran's declared civilian nuclear program is aimed at building a bomb. Iran denies
it. ''If they were to decide over the next couple of years that they want to acquire nuclear weapons and were to go forward
and deploy them, then it's hard to see how global zero goes anywhere,'' Burt said.
''It's a potential show stopper,'' he said.
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